Markers

Contemporary Monuments

Wearly markers are an excellent alternative when price
or cemetery restrictions are an issue. Made with the
same select granites and detailed workmanship as our
upright memorials, Wearly markers are an affordable
lasting tribute.

When your style reflects a little more modern shape
and finish, Wearly has many contemporary options.
Please see your local authorized dealer for a complete
brochure of “Specialty Memorials.”

Memorials
The Wearly
Quality Guarantee

While technology plays an important role in the way we
do things, it is our people we are especially proud of.
From our sales staff to our secretaries, to our engravers
and architects, we employ only those who are sensitive
to your needs. Sensitivity that is conveyed by our efforts
to serve you in the highest professional manner.
Wearly Monuments guarantees to replace FREE of all
expense to the purchaser, his heirs or descendents, any memorial if either the material or finish is found defective.

Contact Us Today

Please contact the representative listed below, or feel
free to contact us direct if you have any questions about
your specific needs. We are open evenings and Sundays
by appointment. Call toll free 800.428.8206

4000 Kilgore Ave. • Muncie, IN 47304
T: 765.284.9796 • TF: 1.800.428.8206
www.wearlymonuments.com
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Traditional Monuments

Two-piece upright monuments have been the standard
option of memorialization for centuries. With Wearly’s
deep cut lettering and experienced craftsmen, you can
personalize any memorial to be a lasting tribute. Each
granite offered will give you a wide variety of options in
appearance and color. Both granite and workmanship
are of the highest quality available.

Welcome To Wearly

Wearly Monuments is built on a solid foundation
established by Sam Wearly in 1899 and has grown to
be one of the largest retail monument firms in the
United States producing both custom monuments
and traditional headstones. Fair and honest dealings
for over 100 years have been responsible for the success of Wearly Monuments.
Our company policy is and has always been to furnish the highest quality memorials for the lowest possible prices. Our Gold Bond Guarantee backs every
memorial we produce, and service is of the utmost
importance.
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